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By relativisticfirst-principlesphotoemission calculations for the topological insulatorBi2Te3, we studyhow

the spin texture of the Dirac state manifests itself in circular dichroism. On one hand, there are significant

modifications of the initial state’s spin texture, which are explained by final-state effects and the symmetry of

the photoemission setup. On the other hand, a highly symmetric setup allows us to draw conclusions about the

detailed Dirac state’s spin texture. Our study supports that circular dichroism in angular distribution

successfully complements spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy from topological insulators.
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Introduction.—Topological insulators are a new class of
materials with promising properties for spintronic applica-
tions [1,2]. In particular, the three-dimensional topological
insulators (TIs) of the binary-chalkogenide type Bi2Se3
and Bi2Te3 have gained a high level of interest [3]. Their
Dirac surface state shows linear dispersion and exhibits
a unique spin texture: The spin-orbit coupling leads to a
chiral spin orientation in the constant energy contours
(CECs) [4]. Further, warping in the CECs results in an
out-of-plane tilting of the spin polarization [4–6]. This spin
texture, derived by Fu from a model Hamiltonian [5],
complies with most of the experimental data. However,
first-principles calculations reveal a more complicated spin
texture in Bi2Te3: a reversed spin orientation in the top-
most Te layer and spin vortices at the cusps of heavily
warped CECs. These features are attributed to hybridiza-
tion with bulk states [7]. Furthermore, the degree of spin
polarization in the Dirac state is significantly less than
100% [8]. Unconventional spin textures were also ob-
served in photoelectron spectroscopy experiments [9,10].

Perhaps the most suitable way to determine the detailed
spin texture in Bi2Te3 is spin-polarized and angle-resolved
photoemission (SPARPES) [11] (see, for example, [12,13]).
However, given the limited efficiency of today’s spin detec-
tors (e.g., [14]), one might instead use a spin-integrated
technique, in particular circular dichroism in angular distri-
bution (CDAD) (e.g., [15–17]), to gain the desired informa-
tion [18]. Then, a question arises on how the spin texture
manifests itself in the dichroic signal. Furthermore, the
measured spin texture of the photoelectrons may deviate
from that of the ground-stateDirac electron [19,20].A reason
is that the spin of the bound electron is altered by the spin of
the incoming photon, as is expressed in the dipole-transition
matrix elements. Also scattering effects in the final statemay
play a role. One might also ask whether the complicated
layer-resolved spin texture, as is found in first-principles
calculations [7], shows up in the photoemission spectra that
comprise surface-sensitive but layer-integrated data. These

questions can be answered by state-of-the-art first-principles
photoemission calculations in which all necessary ingre-
dients (e.g., spin-orbit coupling, transition matrix elements,
lifetimes, and multiple-scattering events) are fully taken into
account. Such calculations provide a direct link between
first-principles calculations for the initial state [21] and
experiments.
In this Letter we report on such a theoretical investigation

for Bi2Te3, focusing on the relation of spin texture and
circular dichroism. On one hand, we find significant
modifications of the initial state’s spin texture, which are
explained by final-state effects and the symmetry of the
photoemission setup. On the other hand, we identify setups
which allow us to draw conclusions about the detailed Dirac
state’s spin texture.
Computational aspects.—We only sketch our computa-

tional approach here; details are given in the online
Supplemental Material [22]. Our density-functional-theory
(DFT) calculations are performed within the relativistic
layer–Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method [23,24]. The
exchange-correlation functional is taken from Perdew and
Wang [25]. Detailed information on the atom- and spin-
resolved electronic structure of semi-infinite Bi2Te3 is
obtained from the Green function [26].
The self-consistent potentials from the DFT calculations

serve as input for the computations of the spin- and angle-
resolved photoemission intensities within the relativistic
one-step model for semi-infinite systems [24,27]. This
approach has proved successful in several studies of
spin-orbit-interaction effects in SPARPES (e.g., [28]).
For our ‘‘computational experiments’’ we choose two

setups. (1) The highly symmetric setup: For a photon energy
of 21.22 eV, circularly polarized light [left-handed circularly
polarized (LCP) and right-handed circularly polarized
(RCP)] impinges in normal incidence; this is the standard
CDAD setup with highest symmetry. (2) The experimental
setup: For a photon energy of 8 eV, the light is incident

oblique at a polar angle �ph of 40
� and within the �K� ��� �K
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azimuth (xz plane); this agrees with the setup of
Jung et al. [6].

The Fermi levels in experiment and in theory often do
not coincide due to doped samples. As a consequence,
experiments can access initial states that are occupied in
experiment but unoccupied in theory. Hence, we computed
spectra for initial-state energies above EF to come closer to
experiments. As an alternative method to SPARPES, one
might use inverse photoemission, which probes unoccupied
states (e.g., [29,30]).

In the following we present photoemission intensities
I�ðE;kkÞ (� ¼ LCP, RCP), their dichroism �IðE;kkÞ�
ILCPðE;kkÞ�IRCPðE;kkÞ, and spin differences S�ðE;kkÞ�
P�ðE;kkÞ�I�ðE;kkÞ, where P is the photoelectrons spin

polarization vector. Here kx (ky) is along the �K � ��� �K

( �M� ��� �M) line of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone.
For the constant-initial-energy mode (CIS mode) we chose
representative energies (here: EF, EF þ 100 meV and
EF þ 250 meV; EF Fermi energy) to address the signatures
of the spin texture in CECs with different warping [5]. We
also calculated spectra in energy-distribution-curve (EDC)
mode.

Highly symmetric setup.—In the CECs at EF (Fig. 1,
bottom row), bulk states appear at the six ray-like struc-
tures. The Dirac states manifests itself in the hexagonal
shape, in which the CDAD is weak and shows threefold
rotational symmetry. In the warped CECs at higher ener-
gies, however, the dichroism is increased (top rows): it is
largest in the arcs and vanishes at the cusps. As wewill see,
this CDAD structure corresponds nicely to the texture of
the spin polarization’s z component Sz of the Dirac state.
For the warped CECs we find an asymmetry within the arcs
[marked by arrows in Figs. 1(a)–1(f)]; more specifically,
the two arcs that cross the kx axis show larger dichroism at
ky > 0 than for ky < 0. This finding, which shows up in

each of the six arcs, is attributed to the fcc(111)-type stacking
sequence in each quintuple layer; the result is asymmetric
scattering of the photoelectron. Recently, Scholz et al. [31]
reported on CDAD results in which they have found an
asymmetry pattern that is compatible with our findings.

‘‘Optical orientation’’ is the alignment of the photoelec-
tron spin along the helicity vector of the incident circular
polarized light [32]. If the initial state is spin-polarized
along the helicity vector—as is the Dirac state [5]—one
observes dichroism (for magnetic systems, this effect is
called magnetic circular dichroism [16,33]). Consequently,
the texture of the dichroic signal reflects the spin texture of
the spin-polarized initial state.

In a recent paper by Wang et al. [34], analytical expres-
sions for the relation of spin texture and dichroic photo-
emission intensities are given. These show that the
dichroism is sensitive to both the in-plane and perpendicu-
lar components of the initial state’s spin, depending on the
incidence direction of the circularly polarized light. Our
quantitative findings are fully in line with these results.

If photon spin and initial-state spin are parallel (antipar-
allel), the excitation probability is small (large), hence the
dichroism upon reversal of the light helicity. This dichro-
ism is accompanied by a small (large) z spin polarization of
the photoelectron. This reasoning is nicely proven by the
spin-resolved intensities for LCP and RCP light [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)]. To be more precise, considering the LCP
arcs that cross the kx axis (marked by bold arrows) show
small (large) intensity at kx < 0 (kx > 0); cf. Fig. 1(d).
Consequently, the respective Sz’s are small (almost white)
or large (dark red); cf. Fig. 2(a). The opposite is true for
RCP light [Figs. 1(e) and 2(b)].
While the CDAD is closely related to Pz, the in-plane

components of the spin polarization are less affected by the
light helicity (small arrows in Fig. 2). For both LCP and
RCP light, the spin polarizations rotate clockwise along
the CEC at EF (bottom row), with a winding number of 1.
At EF þ 100 meV (top row), the in-plane spin texture is
more complicated because the surface parts of bulk states
hybridize with the Dirac state at the cusps of the CEC, as
was found in a recent calculation [7]. Since these electronic
states are also affected by the spin-orbit interaction, they
are spin-polarized but show a spin texture with a rotation
direction opposite to that of the Dirac state. These lead
to ‘‘spin vortices’’ at the cusps that also show up in the
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FIG. 1 (color). Circular dichroism from Bi2Te3 in the high-
symmetry setup for three selected energies, as indicated in each
row (c), (f), (i). Left and center column: Intensities for LCP and
RCP light, respectively, shown as gray scale. Right column:
Intensity difference LCP-RCP, represented as color scale. Data
for each energy share a common intensity scale. Arrows mark
intensity asymmetries within selected arcs of the warped CECS
(a)–(f) that are discussed in the text.
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spin-resolved photoemission intensities; as a result, the
winding number is 4.

Experimental setup.—The high-symmetry setup lends
itself support to explain the major effects. However, it is
seldom realized in real experiments. Therefore, we com-
puted SPARPES intensities for a setup used in a recent
experiment by Jung et al. [6]. The first striking result of
Jung et al. was a reversal of the dichroic signal in one
branch of the Dirac cone [at kx > 0; cf. Fig. 1(d) in their
publication]. Because the spin polarization of the initial
state does not change sign with energy (as is given by Fu’s
model [5] and our first-principles calculation), this effect is
explained as a final-state effect (including scattering of the
outgoing photoelectron). Our calculations show the same
change of sign in the branch at kx > 0 but no change of sign
in the branch at kx < 0 (Fig. 3, marked by arrows). This
agreement with the experiment implies that our calculations
capture the essential details of the electronic structure.
Further, a low-symmetry setup can result in asymmetric
dichroic signals and spin textures, thus, making it difficult
to conclude from the dichroic photoemission signal on the
spin texture of the initial state.

As a consequence of the oblique light incidence, the
intensity pattern—and likewise the CDAD—in the CECs
becomes asymmetric (Fig. 4). The asymmetry shows up
also in the spin texture. Nevertheless, it allows us to draw

conclusions about the rotational direction which, strikingly,
is reversed as compared to that in the high-symmetry setup.
This finding is in particular astonishing because the rotation
direction can be reversed by changing the azimuth of the
light incidence [10]: We find a reversed direction for light
impinging in the yz azimuth (not shown). The sign of the
spin polarization’s z component, however, is not affected.
A reversal of the spin texture may be brought about by

the spin-orbit-influenced initial state. For the Rashba-split
surface states of surface alloys (for example Bi/Ag(111)
[35] or Bi/Cu(111) [36]), Park et al. showed theoretically
[37] that the branch with jjj ¼ 1

2 (spz orbitals) exhibits a

reversed spin texture as compared to that of the branch with
jjj ¼ 3

2 (pxpy orbitals) that is due to the orbital angular

momentum—a finding in contrast to the standard Rashba
model. For Bi/Cu(111) we showed that hybridization
among these jjj branches can also result in a spin reversal
[36]. The Dirac state in Bi2Te3 is a much more complicated
mixture of p orbitals in the first quintuple layer as com-
pared to the above nontopological surface states. Hence, it
is obvious that the measured spin texture of the photo-
electron depends—via transition matrix elements—on the
very details of the setup.
While the asymmetry reversal in Bi2Te3 is reproduced

by our theory, the CDAD signals at constant energies differ
from their experimental counterparts (see Fig. 4 with Fig. 2
of Jung et al. [6]). With the data at hand, we can only
speculate on the origin of these deviations. It appears that
the theoretical intensity map is warped stronger in com-
parison to experiment; stronger warping is accompanied
by a change in the spin texture [5] and therefore results in
a different dichroic signal. Further, the n doping of the
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FIG. 2 (color). Spin textures in dichroic photoemission from
Bi2Te3 in the high-symmetry setup for two selected initial
energies, as indicated. Left (right) column: LCP (RCP) light.
Top (bottom) row: EF (EF þ 100 meV). The color scale repre-
sents the z component of the spin difference of the photoelectron,
with ðred; white; blueÞ ¼ ðnegative; zero; positiveÞ values. The
in-plane xy components are visualized as small arrows. Bold
arrows mark the arcs of the warped CECs (top row) that are
discussed in the text.
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experimental samples could not only shift the Fermi level
but also alter the spin texture with respect to undoped
samples.

Conclusions.—Our investigations show that circular di-
chroism is a suitable method for analyzing the spin texture
of the Dirac state in topological insulators, provided an
appropriate setup is chosen. Since circular dichroism

mainly probes the out-of-plane component of the spin
polarization, spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spec-
troscopy is the method of choice for observing the in-plane
components.
We are grateful to Changyoung Kim for fruitful discus-

sions and for sending us data prior to publication.
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